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COMPREHENSION 

  

Read the passage carefully.               Time: 20 minutes  

  

The rambutan is a sweet and juicy fruit which is very popular in Singapore and Malaysia. Its red skin 

is covered with hair which gives the fruit a hairy look. It is called ‘rambutan’ after the word ‘rambut’ 

means ‘hair’ in the Malay language.  

Inside the fruit, there is a large seed. The seed is surrounded by sweet, juicy flesh. To eat flesh we 

simply break open the skin of the fruit.  

Rambutans grow in bunches. They are green when they are young and become red when they are 

ripe. They look very tempting when they are red.  

Rambutans grow well in Southeast Asia but they do not grow all the year round. The season only 

begins in the middle of the year and lasts till December.   

Answer the following questions.  

Q1. Why is the fruit called ‘rambutan’?             /1   

Q2. Which part of the fruit do we eat?              /1  
 

Q3.  When are rambutans ready to be eaten?            /1    
 

Q4. Which word in the passage tells us that many people like to eat rambutans?  

  

/1   

Select and write the correct answer.           

a) The rambutan season lasts for about _____________ months.  

/2   

i)  three    ii)  nine    iii)  six    iv)  

b) The rambutans grow in _______________  

twelve   

i)  pairs     ii)   bunches  iii)   shells   iv)  

  

clusters    

Find and write any two adjectives from the passage.             

_________________   ,   _________________  

/2   

Use any two of the following words in sentences of your own.   /2      

• covered  

• grow  

• large  
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Read the passage carefully.             Time: 20 minutes  

  

Anteaters usually roam alone in the wild. They are not sociable creatures. The female anteater gives 

birth to a baby once a year. The baby anteater can gallop after a month but the mother still carries her 

young on her back for a year.  

  

Anteaters have an excellent sense of smell. They can locate their prey easily. They have good hearing 

too. However, their eyesight is terrible. They sleep up to 15 hours a day. While sleeping, they cover 

themselves with their long tails.  

  

Answer the following questions.  

Q1.  Why do anteaters move in the wild?              /1  

Q2.  How often does the female anteater give birth?          /1.5    

Q3.  How do anteaters look for their prey?            /2  

Q4.  How do anteaters sleep?                /1.5  

Q5.  Choose and write the correct contextual meanings for the words given below     /2              

  

roam locate 

to wander to explore 

to run to discover the exact position 

to rest to imagine 

  

Q6. Use any one of the following words to write a sentence.      /2    

terrible, carries  

 

_________________________________________________________________________________ 

 

_________________________________________________________________________________ 

 

_________________________________________________________________________________ 

 

_________________________________________________________________________________  
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COMPOSITION  

Write a paragraph of 9-10 sentences on the following topic.      Time: 15 minutes  

My School Bag  

_________________________________________________________________________________ 

 

_________________________________________________________________________________ 

 

_________________________________________________________________________________ 

 

_________________________________________________________________________________ 

 

_________________________________________________________________________________ 

 

_________________________________________________________________________________ 

 

_________________________________________________________________________________ 

 

_________________________________________________________________________________ 

 

_________________________________________________________________________________ 

 

_________________________________________________________________________________ 

 

_________________________________________________________________________________ 

 

_________________________________________________________________________________ 

 

_________________________________________________________________________________ 

 

_________________________________________________________________________________ 

 

_________________________________________________________________________________ 
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Write a paragraph of 9-10 sentences on the following topic.    Time: 15 minutes  

The Teacher I like the Most 

_________________________________________________________________________________ 

 

_________________________________________________________________________________ 

 

_________________________________________________________________________________ 

 

_________________________________________________________________________________ 

 

_________________________________________________________________________________ 

 

_________________________________________________________________________________ 

 

_________________________________________________________________________________ 

 

_________________________________________________________________________________ 

 

_________________________________________________________________________________ 

 

_________________________________________________________________________________ 

 

_________________________________________________________________________________ 

 

_________________________________________________________________________________ 

 

_________________________________________________________________________________ 

 

_________________________________________________________________________________ 

 

_________________________________________________________________________________ 
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MATHEMATICS  

Sample Assessment Paper for Admission to Grade IV  

 

Time: 20 minutes           Maximum Marks: 10 

1. Mental Math:                     

             

1. 136 × 100 = __________  

2. Write two even numbers between 7 and 11. _______________  

3. The value of 6 in 2069 is __________.  

4. Write ‘true’ or ‘false’ for the following.  

a. 900 = 9 units ____________     18 < 81___________  

5. 1 hour has ________ minutes.          

2. Word Problems: Attempt the following questions and write answer statements where 

required.  

1. Jamal has 13 colour pencils in his stationery pouch. He found 5 more in his drawer. His mother 

gave him a pack of 6 pencils in the evening. Half of all the pencils are blue in colour.  

a. How many pencils does Jamal have altogether? 

 

   

b. How many pencils are blue in colour?  

 

  

2. A bottle contains ½ liter of orange juice. How many liters would 10 such bottles have? 

 

  

3. Humera woke up at 8.00 am on Sunday. She wakes up at 7.30 am on other days. How much 

longer did she sleep on Sunday?   

 

3. Mental Math: 

1. ½ minute = _________ seconds  

2. Circle the numbers which are exactly divisible by 5.  

a. 45, 67, 33, 80  

3. What is the difference between 249 and 240? ___________  

4. Complete the sequence. 14, 21, 28, ____, ______.  
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5. What is half of 90? _______  

  

4. Word Problems: Attempt the following questions and write answer statements where 

required.  

  

1. Amber read 195 pages of a book. The book has 211 pages. How many more pages does Amber 

have to read to complete the book? 

 

 

  

2. A strip of paper is 6 cm long. What is the total length of 17 such strips of paper?  

  

 

 

  

3. Amna went to the library at 2.00 pm. She spent three quarters of an hour there. At what time 

did she leave the library?  
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